
SPECS SHEETCUSHIONS
OHMM cushions are expertly designed and handcrafted in-house for comfort, 

possible looks and durability using the best-in-class material technology and workmanship.

For over 17 years, having worked closely with artisanal sofa
makers, and foam manufacturers, all our cushions are 
handcrafted at our in-house cushion manufacturing
department, to ensure the highest standards of construction 
and finishing.  

HANDCRAFTED
IN-HOUSE

We start with exclusively created high density foam cores to ensure 
lasting performance, covered with Dacron® polyester fibre for
comfort and polished looks, then lined with replaceable water 
resistant US made spunbond material, and then finally covered with 
world class acrylic outdoor fabrics, all stitched together using
German polyester threads and customised branded robust zinc
coated pullers and acrylic zips for strength and durability. 

USING ONLY 
BEST 

IN-CLASS
MATERIALS

We have carefully selected durable outdoor fabrics that are
luxurious to touch, colourfast, durable, water repellent, stain 
and mould resistant, breathable, easy to care for and also
environmentally friendly – available in a versatile range of
colours and textures to create your own personal colour
palette combination. 

CHOICE & 
CUSTOMISATION

RECOMMENDED FOR SEAT & BACK CUSHIONS 

Natural Granite SpaMarfil Adriatic

Charcoal CoalTaupe

OHMM Design Studio has curated a completely new colour palette - more 

subtle, sophisticated, as well as four themes to inspire you when choosing your 

finishing colours. Play with textures and throw pillow sizes to style it your way 

and create an interesting and personal styling.

FABRIC COLOURWAYS



SPECS SHEETTHROW PILLOWS

CUSTOM SIZES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

50cm | 20"

50cm | 20"

45cm | 18"

45cm | 18"

25cm | 10"

60cm | 24"

50cm | 20"

40cm | 16"

35cm | 14"

35cm | 14"

40cm | 16"

40cm | 16"

40cm | 16"

60cm | 24"

Handcrafted using Sunbrella fabrics, OHMM's outdoor throw pillows are available in a range of 

fabric colours and dimensions to create visually interesting layering as well as ultimate support. 

Choose OHMM’s DRYPRO+ treatment for outdoor throw pillows that are waterproof.

Frond Indigo Cloud Salt Seagull Sahara

Natural Granite Marfil Citron Tangerine Rust

CATEGORY A

CATEGORY B

CATEGORY C

MidoriArtistryAvacado

Menta

Taupe

Oliva Spa Adriatic Riviera

Charcoal Ash OnyxCoal


